
SEVENTEEN 

THE SPIRITUAL EXERCISES 

AND PREFERENTIAL LOVE FOR THE POOR 

Introduction 

Clearly, the preferential love for the poor is contained in the Spiritual 

Exercises. We ought to love the poor with a love of predilection, and traces 

of this can be found in the book of the Exercises. For example, in the 

"Mysteries of the Life of Christ Our Lord," a text in which the personal 

comments of Ignatius seem to be rare and thus are all the more significant, the 

preferential love for the poor is expressed in the choice of apostles "of humble 

condition" [275). Likewise, the only discourse which is offered for contempla

tion among the Mysteries of the Lord is the Sermon on the Mount with the 

beatitude concerning the poor [278]. On the other hand, while Jesus 

overturned the tables and scattered the money of the wealthy money-changers, 

"to the poor vendors of doves he spoke kindly" [277), asking them to respect 

the prayer of the temple, the house of his Father. But these references show 
as yet merely an implicit connection. 

"Rules for the Distribution of Alms": A Misconstrued Text 

We find in the Exercises, however, a connection between the spiritual 

urge to follow the Lord and help offered to the poor. The classic means of 

helping the poor is by alms. And here is found the link between the Spiritual 

Exercises and love for the poor in a much forgotten section of the book of the 

Spiritual Exercises: the "Rules for the Distribution of Alms" [337-344). 

Why have we generally left this text hidden in the shadows? Above all 
he cause it is too particular. The document in fact is in the first place addressed 

to almsgivers, to those who by their office looked after the poor, to the clerics 

who practiced charity as a function. The text is very clerical, very priestly, 

hut despite the heavy emphasis on institutionalism in the text-many references 
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to rmmstry, condition, office, function-Ignatius points to Christ the high 
priest as the one who should inspire all charitable activity. This particular 
reference to Christ the priest [344] transforms the clerical character of this 
document, making every Christian a sharer in the ministry of the Lord through 
the exercise of almsgiving. In fact Ignatius, who in this document justifies the 
existence of the official "almsgivers" -in that way implicitly recognizing that 
not all Christians are directly called to such a task in regard to the 
poor-exhorts them not to be content with working as functionaries, but to be 
inspired by the ministry of Christ on behalf of the poor. Such an attitude is the 
concern of all Christians without exception, each according to his or her 
vocation and state of life. Ignatius, then, clearly intends this document only 
for a certain group; at the same time, however, he lets it be understood that 
all Christians ought to have this link with the poor. 

The second reason why this document is mostly overlooked is the fact 
that in our day almsgiving certainly does not have the same significance that 
this preeminent exercise of charity had in the time of Ignatius. In the old 
economic order it was by means of alms that the good will of the rich helped 
to correct excessive social inequality, though of course in a very imperfect 
way. Saint Francis, the poor man of Assisi, had people pray every day so that 
thanks to the rich we could continue to be poor. But moderns, even if poor, 
no longer wish to be under guardianship: from the state they expect the means 
of livelihood as a right, not as something subject to arbitrary distribution, or 
to some "good will" of the "good rich"-the very contrary, then, to what 
takes place in the practice of almsgiving. On the other hand, modern society's 
growing esteem for work tends to bring almsgiving into disfavor, not only 
because it is seen as an affront to human dignity, but also because it could 
encourage idleness and sloth. 

Ignatius and Help Given to the Poor 

Ignatius in his day faced this problem. When in 1535, having just finished 
his studies in Paris, he was resting in his native air of Azpeitia, he could not 
resist involving himself in the spiritual renewal of his fellowtownsmen, and 
reform of the charitable work in the area could not but form part of it. For 
Ignatius there was a clear link between the two. On the one hand, Ignatius did 
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not want to see poor people obliged to beg (the same would be true of him in 
Rome at a later date): all must be helped. On the other hand, all are 
encouraged to give alms to the official "almsgivers," whether of the township, 
of the clergy, or of the laity . 1 So, to avoid abuses, the poor ought not to seek 
alms or beg. On the contrary, the almsgivers should receive alms on behalf 
of the poor and distribute them, not in their own name, but "for the love of 
God. '"'2 

There is a third reason favoring this text of the Exercises. It consists in 
the fact that for Ignatius himself alms had gradually taken on various forms 
and purposes. The pilgrim who in 1523 wandered the alleyways of Venice was 
a solitary mendicant living exclusively off alms; but the companion who, in 
1537, lodged in a Venetian hospice for the poor, wished "to preach in 
poverty," seeking alms so as to be able "to help the poor. " He no longer 
sought alms for himself, but in order to help others. 

From 1540 on, Ignatius courageously established two coexisting regimes 
of community poverty, without ever confusing them, either in theory (a 
relatively easy matter) or in practice (always a more delicate affair). The for
med Fathers would continue to live off alms, while the colleges would have 
stable and secure incomes to be able to respond better to what the Church 
wanted of them. Only in case of extreme necessity would alms be the last 
resort, and all the companions, without exception, were to be ready to beg 
from door to door. And this is still true today. 

Material Poverty and Spiritual Poverty 

Once the "Roman" and "German" colleges had been started in 1550, 
Ignatius did all in his power to secure alms or, what we might call in 
economic language, to establish funds. Nobody was willing freely to give 
money: neither the princes nor the civic authorities nor the bishops. Already 
in those times such money was squandered on wars for which religion was 

1 Cf. Ml Fontes Doc um.: Mon. 88: De Azpeitiae pauperibus sublevandis: 1535-1542, Ml Epp 

/, 161-165: "To the Townspeople of Azpeitia." 

1 Ml, Epp. XII, 6.56: lmllruction of Novcmhcr, 1554. 
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given as a pretext. And Ignatius wrote, "After spending so much on material
arms to support religion in Germany, it would not be too great a burden if the
emperor spared something for spiritual arms which could more effectively gain
what is intended. "3 Considerable sums were being sought-and here one sees
the development of the Ignatian concept of poverty-not any longer for those
who were economically poor, but for the formation of future priests, called
to assist those who were spiritually poor. 

Ignatius himself, who in 1522 had dreamed of living off alms like the
Egyptian hermit Onophrius, thirty years later discovered "God in all things,"
even in "Egypt." This is an lgnatian expression meaning "the business
dealings" that were necessary to meet the Church's needs, through almsgiving.
In his spiritual adventure Ignatius learned to take seriously the admonition of
the Lord: "He who does not gather with me, scatters" (Luke 11 :23). And alms
for him meant gathering with the Lord for his brothers and sisters, the poor.
No wonder, then, that the Spiritual Exercises include these rules for the
distribution of alms, in which a whole rich spiritual doctrine is applied to the
practical and material need of helping those who are suffering, through
almsgiving and the giving of one's very self. 

The Spiritual Exercises and Alms for the Poor 

The mere presence of this document in the book of the Spiritual Exercises
witnesses to the fact that the Spiritual Exercises are geared to "the salvation
of souls," but souls which may experience either material poverty-hence the
rules for the distribution of alms-or spiritual poverty-hence the rules
concerning scruples (345-351). But the presence of these rules also shows that
the Society of Jesus was already involved, in the Rome of that time, in helping
the poor. Already during the winter of 1538-39 the Jesuit house sheltered 400
poor people. Although completely absorbed in the government of the young
Society, and continuing to give the Exercises, Ignatius himself did all he could
for the poor of Rome. If the Good News is not proclaimed in a practical way
to the poor, the message of the Spiritual Exercises is vain and lacking in

3 Sept. 14, 1555, to Francis Borgia: Ml. Epp. IX, 614.
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authenticity. 
We have yet another document to bear this out, namely, a letter from 

Ignatius to the Patriarch of Ethiopia. In the context of Ethiopian asceticism 

with its innumerable penitential practices, Ignatius asked the Jesuits to work 

towards lessening people's esteem for excessive corporal penance so as to 

draw their attention to working for the poor. In a nation where social concern 

was lacking, Ignatius wanted to found hospitals, to give alms to the poor or 
urge such almsgiving both privately and in public, to ransom prisoners, to 

educate the abandoned, and to help young men and the unwanted girls settle 
down in marriage. "Thus," he wrote, "the Ethiopians will see in a palpable 

way that there are better works than their own fasts and suchlike. "4 It is the 
problem of the Orthodox Church. 

Alms "for the Love of God" 

Finally, the presence of these rules in the book of the Spiritual Exercises 

is explained by a simple formula: "for the love of God." Jesuits, and all who 
seek alms, do so "for the love of God." Alms give concrete expression to that 

beatitude so lovingly addressed to the poor person. Such norms, then, 

appearing as they do in the body of the Spiritual Exercises, can guide the pro
cess of discernment towards this concrete expression of the love of God. 

Recent commentaries on the Exercises generally judge severely those retreats 

which are exclusively centered on such an experience of prayer as tends to 

turn exercitants in on themselves in narcissistic fashion. The expression so/us 

cum solo does not mean an isolated person with some solitary God, but a 

"self" that has received everything from others and is called to be a person for 

others, with a God who reveals himself as "God with us." Despite the very 

frequent use of first person pronouns in the text of the Exercises-a testimony 
to one's personal responsibility-all these commentaries stress the profoundly 

communitarian character of the Exercises. This is clearly evident right from 

the "principle and foundation": a person's authentic search for God necessarily 

entails insertion into the human community, and reciprocally there is no 

, Ml, Epp. Vlll, 680-690. 
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perfect engagement towards people that is not the fruit of the discovery of the 

love of God. 

The First Rule for the Distribution of Alms 

a) The love that comes from above

After having reflected on the historical and spiritual contexts of the rules 

for the distribution of alms, let us now consider the first of these rules [3 38]. 

It situates the gift of alms right away within the agape, "the love that descends 

from above" [184]. In no way is this to be seen as a kind of psychological 

preparation or some sort of religious motivation for charitable activity. Nor 
is it even a nice exhortation to generosity or a way of spiritualizing the basic 

human instinct of solidarity. We should also avoid interpreting this first rule 

as a mere invitation to purity of intention. 

Taking up once again an Augustinian inspiration, already used in the first 

rule for making a good choice [184], this norm for distributing alms, while 

not in any way excluding philia (affection for relatives and friends), urges its 

being caught up and transformed by agape. The expression "from above" 

recalls the fourth point of the Contemplation to Attain Love [237]. God, "this 

infinite treasure of all good," is in his Trinitarian mystery both gift and gift 

giver [237]. If almsgiving is to be divine and therefore true and authentic, it 

must find its place in this mutual interchange of gifts, within the loving 

movement of gifts "which descend from above" [237]. 
In this matter we have a great many examples in Ignatian literature. 

Ignatius kept this vision of the love from above alive even in the midst of the 

most complicated affairs. Thus, for example, he exchanged some ten letters 

with a certain Bernardino Taro from Naples, who offered to sell his house in 

a complex deal involving some suspicious price fluctuations. A charitable 

work was involved, the payment was difficult, the Society sought a discount 

and the benefactor got irritated. Even while dealing all the time with prices 

and money, Ignatius placed the whole financial transaction within the lovina 

movement coming from above: "Let us pray that the Divine Goodness may 
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grant us all the grace to be sensitive to his most holy will. "s

Is it perhaps by chance that Ignatius, in writing to the royal treasurer of 
the Kingdom of Aragon who acted as generous intermediary between the 
Jesuits of Spain and of Rome, speaks about the love from above? Ignatius 
wrote on September 16, 155 3: "May God our Lord, whose love should be the 
foundation and norm of all love, repay you by increasing his love in your soul 
to such an extent .... For just as there is nothing good without this love, so 
nothing is lacking where it is present. "6 

The criterion, then, for the distribution of alms is not per se human 
solidarity and not even just philanthropy, but the agape of God which takes 
flesh in our capacity to give and to forgive. The effort in the Spiritual 
Exercises "to rid oneself of all inordinate attachments" [l] is aimed at 
allowing the divine agape to take possession of our capacity to love. These 
rules for the distribution of alms have no other purpose than to put into effect 
what John says in his first letter: the one who does not love his brother most 
surely cannot be said to love God; on the other hand, one does not truly love 
his brother unless it be with the love of the One who first loved us (Un: 4: 19-
21). In this Ignatian conception, the principal criterion to judge our prefer
ential love for the poor is decidedly its coming "from above," and not the 
simple fact of helping one's poor brother and sister; in other words, its value 
is judged in the measure in which philanthropy has been seized and won over 
by the divine agape. Service of the poor, to be sure, but before all else 
service "in my name" if it is to be true and authentic. 

b) The Love from Above for the Poor

In reality, then, the first rule for the distribution of alms brings together 
philia and agape face to face with each other. "To give to people to whom 
one is attached by relationship or friendship" is not "ordered towards the love 
of God that comes from above," except in so far as the gift reflects 
preferential love for the poor. We can find an application of the first rule in 
a letter from Ignatius to the archdeacon of Barcelona, Jaime Cassador 

'May 17, 1556: Ml, Epp, V, 411. 

• Ml, Epp, V, 489"489.
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(February 12, 1536): "I mean, it would be better to give to the poor when 

relatives are not so poor as those who are not relatives. But, other things 

being equal, I have more obligations to my relatives than to others who are 

not relatives. "7 In this way, attachment to relatives and friends is caught up 

into the divine agape: the poor are to be preferred to relatives who are not 

poor. 

c) The Love from Above for All the Poor

This collection of Ignatian texts cited with regard to the first rule for the 

distribution of alms raises a delicate issue. The preferential love for the 

materially poor is quite clearly a revelation or "epiphany" of the love that 

comes from above, beyond any philanthropy or friendship for one's own 

relatives and friends. The well-ordered practice of such divine love makes 

possible many social initiatives in the service of the economically poor. 

The fact that this love is not to be directed exclusively to the socially poor 

springs from the Ignatian conviction that almsgiving is not meant in the last 

analysis to create persons who are economically rich, but those who are rich 

in God's eyes according to the expression of Luke. The free response of the 

love of God makes us deeply sympathetic towards the hopes of poor people 

under every form and at every level of human choice, but not in the pursuit 

of any and every messianic dream or of any and every political or social 

option. If in the text of the Spiritual Exercises the use of the word "poor" is 

quite rare, it is only at the end of the election documents and in the rules for 

the distribution of alms that the poor appear in a social and economic sense 

[344, as an application of 189]. There is no doubt at all that, following the 

example of the Gospel, the primary concern of the Spiritual Exercises is the 

conversion of the heart to the love from above. Without this all social activity, 

even the most generous, would already be condemned, since its aim is not 

"man taken as a whole." 

Why was there, already in the Old Testament, an obligation to help a 

poor person? It was not to make him rich, but because a person without 

money-in this sense poor-is not a "complete person" in the image of the 

1 MI, Epp, I, 93-99.
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love of God. A social revolution without the love of agape means, and cannot 

but mean, death and hatred. As is well known, the Old Testament prophets 

and finally John the Baptist expressed themselves on social and economic 

matters in radical, violent and realistic fashion. On this point, compared to the 

invectives of the prophets, Christ's message seems like a climb down. And 

yet, the new commandment, which should, according to Ignatius [338], be the 

root cause of that human love which finds its expression in the distribution of 

alms, possesses a radicality and a newness without precedent that are capable 

of transforming humanity. In other words, Ignatius affirms in the Exercises 

that man's search for God is not authentic if it does not express itself in a 

loving commitment to the world of the poor. Reciprocally, there is no perfect 

commitment to the cause of man and concretely of poor human beings, unless 

it be the fruit of a discovery of the love of God that comes from above. 

d) The Love from Above Opposed to All Poverty

The critique of the theology of social justice, of the theology of 

liberation, does not call into question the urgency of the political, social and 

economic concerns that inspire it. But the whole of divine revelation to the 

world cannot ever be restricted to a political, social, and economic liberation, 

nor even to the general idea of liberty. This theology rightly presents one 

aspect of theology taken as a whole; in practice it requires and demands that 

the Church strive to reform the world, under every aspect, according to the 

spirit of Christ. The option for the poor is not, then, to jeopardize the offer 

of salvation to all persons, the offer of that liberation which is a gratuitous gift 

of God proffered to all. In his fight for liberation and justice, the Christian is 

called not to curse those who have possessions, but to encourage them towards 

conversion to Christ. Just so is it in the Exercises, which do not limit 

themselves to one single apostolic objective-say for example, speaking of the 

time of Ignatius, the struggle against nascent Protestantism, or the 

evangelization of the European masses, or the reform of corrupt clergy, or the 

missions. So true is this that, in our day, the Exercises should not be used just 

to arouse zeal for the social betterment of the oppressed or of peoples who 

live in subhuman conditions. The Exercises urge one to a radical gift of self 

and through this gift the Lord calls each person "by name." This is the overall 

vision that Ignatius had: like the Lord, he had an evident preference for the 
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poor, but he saw them rather as "persons" than just "poor people." Hence the 

absence of any kind of paternalistic pity-a subtle but real form of domination. 

Without this regard for persons, one has no right to approach the poor. 

The Second Rule 

I will only make a few brief comments on the other rules. The second 

rule to be observed in the distribution of alms [339] draws its inspiration from 

the second rule for making a good choice [185]. It is necessary here to 

abstract as it were from one's own individuality, to consider oneself as some 

unknown person whom one meets for the first time, but a person one esteems 

and for whom one desires all perfection in his office or state of life. 

The rules to be observed in the distribution of alms contain a positive and 

rich outlook on other persons, on our neighbor. The perfection that we desire 

for another person, in distributing alms and in our preferential love for the 

poor, consists really in wanting him to be another Christ. While people can 

make life hell for their neighbors, they can also be a source of living hope. 

All Ignatius's love for poverty was really a love for the poor Christ [cf. 167]. 

He longed to be poor because Christ was poor. He longed to be poor as Jesus 

was poor. Jesus is the one who must inspire me in the way I go about 

distributing alms and serving the poor; or rather, I need to enter into Jesus' 

preferential love for the poor. 

At this point the distinction between poverty and riches in the Spiritual 

Exercises is very important. Poverty in the Exercises readily takes on the form 

of gratuitousness as opposed to greed. Gratuity of ministries contrasts, and is 

intended to contrast, with a sort of business market in ministries, benefices, 

and alms. The powerful or rich man, who has others at his beck and call, does 

not expect anything from them except a calculated response and reaction. The 

Lord in the Gospel is poor. His service is freely given. To remove 

almsgiving, then, from every area of interestedness, to decline gifts 

automatically calling for gifts from others, rather to give freely to those who 

count for little in the world of interests-this is to be poor with and for the 

Lord who is poor. Gratuitousness is a sign of the radical change in human

society which can be created only by the Jove from above. Already in the Old

Testament, the paschal mystery of the Exodus gives evidence of human
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incapacity to change society on its own resources, of the impossibility of
converting Phaoroh and of being satisfied with a social teaching that is aimed
at bettering the lot of human beings. Only God with his gratuitous gifts can
create the new humanity, a humanity "without poor people" (Acts 4:34),
where the poor of the Exodus live the new commandment of God's free self
giving. 

The Third and Fourth Rules 

The third [340] and fourth [341] rules present another characteristic of the
Lord who is poor. If one considers himself in the light of eternity, he realizes
that of all his riches nothing belongs to him, that he is forever receiving in
order then to be able, in keeping with the judgment of the Trinitarian God, to
give himself to others with and through his gifts. This "eternal judgment" is
the Lord of the cross who died stripped of all, with a poverty not just of one
who dies without leaving any possession, but of one who dies as a complete
failure. Here then is another characteristic of the divine agape: giving to
another evokes the giving of one's own life. It is at this point in the Spiritual
Exercises that Ignatius increasingly uses the words "humble," "humility,"
"humiliation." One could love in a possessive or domineering way; a
preferential love for the poor could be ideological, partisan, partial,
paternalistic. A passage in the "Treatise on the Election" (1541) by Pedro
Ortiz explains that Ignatian humility is the divine way of loving: the love of
God, revealed in Christ, consists in the humble offering of self to men that
they may live. It is in this sense that the rules to be observed in the
distribution of alms urge a person to "imitate as closely as he can our great
High Priest, model, and guide, Christ our Lord" [344].

The preferential love for the poor will move, through inevitable
humiliations, towards a love that refuses to be condescending or domineering,
refuses to impose itself by domination or violence. The desire of humble Jove,
of humiliation in the Ignatian sense, is then the prayer to incarnate the paschal
mystery so as to reach a radical poverty with Christ poor. This must be my
desire-whether it relates just to the desire to give oneself as the Lord wants
or its realization-to give myself to the poor to whom the Lord sends me.

,1, 
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1he Last Rules 

The final rules to be observed in the distribution of alms explain more 

clearly the practice of almsgiving, which already for John Chrysostom was the 

expression of God's compassion in human beings. Ignatius encourages a 

generous distribution that calls for a simplification in the standard of living of 

the almsgiver [344]. The rules for the distribution of alms do not admit of a 

spiritualizing or abstract definition of poverty. That person is not poor who 

shuns the thought of death and ensures his own security by amassing goods; 

it is rather the person who opts for the insecurity of gratuitous giving, offering 

his own goods to others and giving himself in them. To be poor is not just to 

give what is superfluous, but to keep ceaselessly calling into question, both at 

the personal and community level, habits in the matter of food, dress, living 

quarters, and entertainment, not simply for the sake of thrift but in order to 

give to others, to the poor. 

Finally Ignatius gives the classic triple division: to give to the poor, to 

give to the service of the temple, and lastly to provide "for the support of 

themselves and their household" [344]. This order of priority shows clearly 

his preferential love for the poor. It is not the same in other documents with 

a different type of spirituality. For example, we find this order: in the first 

place to provide for divine worship, then for the support of the monks, and, 

finally, to distribute alms to the poor. Ignatius demonstrates his preferential 

love for the poor by putting them in the first place. 

Conclusion 

In a letter to Father Lorenzo of Modena (May 16, 1556) Ignatius writes: 

"You must understand that our Society, in its practice of a universal charity 

towards all nations and classes of men, does not approve cultivating particular 

affection for one people or for any individual person, except in the measure 

that well ordered love requires. " 8 Guided by such well-ordered love-"the 

s Ml, Epp, XI, 408-409.
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spiritual works which are more important" (Const. 650), because the goal is 

the whole human person-one dedicates oneself to the corporal works of 

mercy, among which commitment to the poor takes pride of place. And so in 

one single movement of love Ignatius is both attached and detached: a humble 

love, as we might today translate "the love from above." 

The Exercises, school of Christian freedom, give to "philanthropy," to 

the preferential love for the poor, for all the poor, its true Christian 

dimension: the free response to the love for the poor which God from on high 

reveals in the poor Christ, who is rich in the Spirit. 
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